Charlotte Waters
21st May 1875

Dear Professor,

While sympathising with your disappointment over the cremator, I am glad that the outline found of some value, and faxing you the opportunity to let the public know of this further on the stage.

Did you discover any traces of the cremator in the interests of the other or had they already been torn away? When your paper on the reproductive organs in insects, it should very much like those of, as I am curious about this uncommon insect which enforces the opening into the world in such a mysterious manner.

The micrograph work you describe must be very interesting and if I knew a little about the subject I think I would like to. So is it rather that a journalisation of their minute and accurate research.

I fancy the specimen of the pyrus must have come from the Stanley as he is the only man I know who donates anything to the botanic and old junk emporium which does duty as a museum at the Melanchoree Park. In all probability the specimen was sent him from the
The animal that I think is P. leucomelas has a forked tail, and so the old man, still maintains that there is a beast with a white tail, having a brownish tip, and resembling P. lagotis; it may yet turn up. The toys also means a yellow hound, smaller than P. quadrivittata, with large head, medium ears, feet resembling those of P. asiaticus, and a short, rounded tail. I joined a few days ago who saw several of them about twenty feet with a North-East of here, so I started a party off at once to search, and they are probably to be found in the west. I have seen the utmost capture of this beast is as certain as a fox, and concluded they cannot be.

Your letter, though from this distance, and if I cannot positively accept your offer, it is an ideal. Present report on the U.S. will seem ridiculous on the topographical world, and the Swedish collectors are coming down the land, and no doubt lending local specimens and reports. So if William Hutton does not make up his mind soon, we will let it come in detail here, and May Laws to be content with the common L. B.

Reuter should describe Tater's condition exactly. He is a regular old war horse, and as you say, the club is worth travelling.
been raining our lines. He will have a very rough and unpleasant trip and I do not expect him here under a fortnight. When he arrives, will have a chat with him about his ethnographical work, and urge your recommendation. Still, I will be proud on the unfortunate General reader of this book if he has nothing of a lighter vein to relieve Paper Drama with Dramatic two characters, Fidelia occupant and other flowers of the Pacific to play for. James Town Smithy, Major and a Southman Right hand. Have been reading Junctor and the Pater, Question. The latter thinks their rock pictures represent some hitherto mystery and hopes the symbols may some day be deciphered.

Now the world is badly in need of a new religion. Theology is about played out, and want of Cash will soon compel both to retire. So I think if one were to decipher their W. I. Pictures and start a religion composed of a mixture of Theology and Southern with a few Native high pieces of Mr. Mahattie's deception, living in the minds of Mr. Pauline's Rangers, to form a backcloth, here might be money in it. A conjurer would be required, but if a third rate female trickster can deceive an Amishman and are known to be able to educate a trigger to fall the ordinary Public in every short space of time. This program might be varied by having Mass Prayer Meetings culminated with occasional jigs and Plantation breakdowns.
the fact. I think there is the germ of success in the idea
and I'll counsel Cook when we meet.

I am sending you by this mail a female of Falsea trista
which appears to have 20 teats, and a somewhat pair with
a long fat'sd tail which does not agree with any of the
above species. I am also sending four moles, two
of which are for French. The legend family must have
had a free right as their tails have undergone considerable
repair. The and the two single specimens are its
only small species. I have been able to get - described
its around but I think I have secured after all.

There will be any field day here when Gillen
arrives and intends adopting extreme Tory views
for the occasion. The result is doubtful as it is
difficult to come a man who does not feel the
first stimulus, and Finnish to obviate anything on the Shutes
provocation. Possibly we may unite and devote our
combined energies to the character of our friends.

The rain is still pouring steadily, and I can't see the
fall of thru the window as usual - When it clears
up I should be able to take a few notes as their tracks
are very thick in the vicinity of our well.

With kind regards

Yours truly

P. E. Lynd

Professor W. R. Spencer